
  

 

Best Recruiters 2017/2018: BEITEN BURKHARDT Number 1 in the Legal Consultancy 

Sector 

Thanks to its excellent recruiting quality, BEITEN BURKHARDT was awarded first place in 

the Legal Consultancy Sector in this year's Best Recruiters Study. 

Best Recruiters annually assesses the recruiting quality of the top 400 employers in 

Germany (1200 enterprises in Germany, Austria and Switzerland), awarding prizes to the 

best. In 2017/2018 a sample of the study was comprehensively analysed in consideration of 

a scientific questionnaire including 136 criteria categorized into four factors: online recruiting 

presence, online job advertisements, applicants contact and applicants feedback. The study 

is carried out annually on behalf of the Austrian publishing house Career Verlag. This year 

BEITEN BURKHARDT was awarded first prize among legal consultancy firms (last year 

third), and ranked 75th (last year 133rd) among German employers from all sectors. 

"The title Best Recruiters 2017/2018 is a great praise of our daily work and makes me very 

proud. At the same time the award motivates me to continue promoting recruitment at 

BEITEN BURKHARDT with great dedication," says Christine Herzog, responsible for 

recruiting at all of BEITEN BURKHARDT's offices, who is pleased. 

The legal consultancy sector is considered particularly competitive. Young lawyers, and 

those with professional experience, are sought after more than ever. For BEITEN 

BURKHARDT it is therefore of key importance that excellent legal advice, a friendly 

cooperation among colleagues and fun in the job go hand in hand. 

"We fully understand that the quality of our legal services directly depends on the quality of 

our lawyers and other accredited professionals," comments Frank Obermann, BEITEN 

BURKHARDT's Managing Partner. He adds: "I am pleased and proud to see that our 

commitment of many years in the key area of recruiting has now been awarded this great 

prize. Successfully recruiting young talents is an important element of securing the future of 

our law firm." 
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